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Abstract 
The AASHTO’s guideline for geometric design, also known as the green book, 
requires that the inside of horizontal curves be cleared of obstructions to sight 
lines in order to provide sufficient sight distances. Recently, innovative use of 
Euler’s spiral for determination of clearance offsets has been proposed. How-
ever, suitability of the offsets as minimum criteria has not been evaluated. 
This paper presents comparison between the proposed offsets and minimum 
offsets determined with the computational method suggested in the green 
book. Results of comparison show that offsets determined with innovative use 
of the Euler’s spiral are always longer than minimum values determined with 
the computational method. The differences in lengths of the two sets of offsets 
increase with decrease in curve radii. Therefore, on sites with large radii off-
sets determined through innovative use of the Euler’s spiral may be imple-
mented in the field since the offsets are only slightly longer than minimum 
offsets. On sites with short radii some offsets on tangent sections are very long 
such that they result in extra cleared areas that will not accommodate 
sightlines. The areas that do not accommodate sightlines may result in unne-
cessary extra earthwork costs where highways are located in cut zones. Addi-
tionally, it has been suggested in this paper that designers also consider other 
curves, including elliptical arcs, for roadside clearance envelopes. One advan-
tage of elliptical arcs is that they are flexible to align with boundaries of clear 
zones on tangent sections regardless of sizes of radii of horizontal curves. Be-
sides, most offsets to elliptical arcs are comparable to those determined with 
the green book’s computation method. An example of design chart has been 
presented for practitioners to use. The chart is for minimum offsets needed to 
provide a given sight distance while gradually transitioning clearance from 
boundaries of clear zones on tangent sections. 
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1. Background 

Part of design of safe highways is provision of sufficient sight distance. On long 
tangent sections sufficient sight distances are naturally provided since sightlines 
are completely accommodated within travel lanes. But at horizontal curves 
sightlines have to be chords to the curves for drivers to have sufficient sight dis-
tance. Where there are high roadside objects on the inside of the curves the ob-
jects block sightlines and negatively affect sight distances. For that reason, the 
AAHTO’s guideline for geometric design [1], famously known as the green 
book, and other design codes require that objects on the inside of horizontal 
curves be cleared so as not to block sightlines. The green book’s analytical model 
for the minimum extent of clearance is presented by Equation (1). This equation 
is on page 3-109 presented as Equation 3 - 36 in the current green book. 

28.651 cos SM R
R

 ×  = −     
                   (1) 

where  
M is the minimum roadside clearance offset measured from driver path; 
R is the radius of driver path; 
S is the stopping sight distance (SSD); 
The offset obtained with Equation (1) is suitable for middle sections of curves 

that are longer than stopping sight distance. The middle sections start at PC + 
0.5S and end at PT − 0.5S, where PC is the point of curvature or the beginning of 
curve and PT is the point of tangency or the end of curve. The reason Equation 
(1) is suitable for the section between PC + 0.5S and PT − 0.5S is that the equa-
tion is for maximum ordinates from sightlines to curved segments whose lengths 
are equal to stopping sight distance. Naturally, maximum ordinates are middle 
ordinates that bisect both the segments and the sightlines. However, the green 
book suggests that the offset be used all over horizontal curves on the ground 
that the offset is only slightly and mostly insignificantly larger than actual offsets 
needed for sections near beginnings and ends of curves. Few studies [2] [3] [4] 
[5] have found that minimum offsets required near beginnings and ends of 
curves are significantly smaller than values calculated with Equation (1).  

In providing sufficient sight distance the green book is still accurate in its 
suggestion that M be used all over the curve since that M will guarantee that 
available sight distances are equal to or greater than stopping sight distances. 
Also, the suggestion fits well sites whose offsets to boundaries of clear zones on 
tangent sections are equal to M. Moreover, the suggestion to use M uniformly 
fits well where horizontal curves are not passing through deep cut zones other-
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wise use of offsets long as M near beginnings and ends of curves may increase 
earthwork costs. But the green book is flexible since it suggests that if designers 
feel that values obtained with Equation (1) are inapplicable they may use the 
computational method [2] or the graphical method to determine suitable clear-
ance offsets. The procedure for the graphical method for determining minimum 
offsets has been presented in past studies [3] [4] [5]. In the procedure, an offset 
at a given location is a horizontal distance from driver path (and normal to the 
driver path) to the farthest sightline at that location.  

The graphical method produces accurate minimum offsets at each location. 
Accuracy of the method is based on the fact that sightlines on horizontal align-
ments are oriented the same way actual sightlines are oriented in the field. It is 
accuracy that got the method recommended by the green book and accepted by 
practitioners and researchers. Some commercial software packages for geometric 
design conduct sight distance analyses using the graphical method. Packages that 
use the method are not mentioned here in order to avoid commercialization. 

The assumption based on which the graphical method is conducted is that a 
subject driver constantly monitors a road segment ahead with length equal to 
stopping sight distance. The assumption is easy to understand if it is explained 
in terms of a subject vehicle following another vehicle that is located a distance 
equal to stopping sight distance and that both vehicles are moving from up-
stream a curve to its downstream [6] [7]. Locations of the leading vehicle 
represent minimum safe locations of dangerous objects. The result of the as-
sumption is minimum offsets that guarantee that provided sight distances are 
equal to or greater than stopping sight distances. The minimum offsets are thus 
the criteria of acceptance or rejection of provided (or available) offsets. 

Despite high accuracy of the graphical method, past studies have reported that 
the method is tedious and time consuming. Tedium and wastage of time were mo-
tivations in those studies to develop design charts for clearance offsets. The charts 
were developed to analytically reproduce offsets that are equal to offsets deter-
mined with the graphical method. An example is the chart developed by Raymond 
[2] which is also recommended by the current green book. Another example of 
design charts is the chart developed by Glennon [3]. Although currently there are 
software packages that can determine clearance offsets on a click of a mouse, the 
charts are still useful where an engineer cannot access a computer, like on sites, or 
the computer does not have a routine for the graphical method. The charts are also 
useful for pedagogical purposes. The only drawback of the two charts is that they 
are not applicable for sites with curves that are shorter than stopping sight dis-
tance. 

Recently, Mauga [4] [5] derived equations for offsets that reproduce offsets 
determined with the graphical method for long and short highway curves. Mau-
ga validated the analytical offsets with offsets determined with the graphical 
method because the method has been recommended by the green book and ac-
cepted by practitioners and researchers. Along with validating the analytical off-
sets, Mauga compared the analytical offsets with offsets derived from charts that 
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were earlier developed by Raymond [2] and Glennon [3] and found them to 
match. Mauga also developed a design chart for practitioners to use. Although 
the chart was developed based on vehicles traveling at constant speed, it was lat-
er shown that the chart is also applicable for sites with variable operating speeds 
[7]. Therefore, the chart by Mauga [4] [5] and earlier charts by Raymond [2] and 
Glennon [3] are all one and the same and are in perfect agreement with their 
parent that they mimic (i.e. the graphical method).  

The graphical method and its analytical counterparts use curve geometry (i.e. 
radius and length) and stopping sight distance as input to directly output mini-
mum offsets. These minimum offsets are used as criteria for whether or not to 
clear a roadside object of given offset. If an offset to a roadside object, which may 
be referred to as an available offset, is less than the minimum offset then the ob-
ject has to be removed or the curve has to be redesigned. If the available offset is 
greater than the minimum offset then the object is left alone since it does not 
impact sight distance negatively. An example where available offsets are greater 
than minimum offsets is on approach tangent sections just downstream of PC-S. 
On the tangent sections significant lengths of sightlines near drivers are accom-
modated within lanes, making minimum offsets shorter than the available offset 
to the boundary (i.e. outside edge) of the clear zone. The shorter minimum off-
sets are usually discarded and the boundary of the clear zone automatically be-
comes part of the provided clearance envelope.  

2. The Problem 

There has been recent studies that have proposed use of roadside clearance 
boundaries or envelopes that are different from clearance envelopes resulting 
from the graphical method and its analytical charts [2,3]. For example, Ameri et 
al. [8] assumed that the roadside clearance envelope was a transformed Euler’s 
spiral that starts at the beginning of a horizontal curve. However, Ameri et al. 
did not check whether or not that envelope provided at least stopping sight dis-
tance at all locations. They could have used the graphical method to conduct that 
check. Mauga [5] evaluated use of the Euler’s spiral as clearance envelope in the 
way the graphical method is conducted and found that the Euler’s spiral would 
provide sight distances that are less than stopping sight distance. 

You and Easa [9] proposed innovative use of the Euler’s spiral as a roadside 
clearance envelope near beginnings and ends of horizontal curves such that the 
spiral provides sight distances that are at least equal to stopping sight distances. 
You and Easa [9] also developed design charts for offsets to the Euler’s spiral (also 
referred to as the innovative envelope in this paper). However, the offsets to the 
innovative envelope were not compared with accurate minimum offsets deter-
mined with models already accepted in practice: minimum offsets derived from 
Raymond’s chart [2] or minimum offsets determined with the graphical method.  

3. Objectives 

The main objective of this paper is to analyze suitability of innovative use of the 
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Euler’s spiral as minimum roadside clearance envelope. The analysis indirectly 
compares offsets to the innovative envelope with minimum offsets to the Ray-
mond’s envelope by comparing available sight distances determined with the 
innovative envelope and available sight distances determined with the Ray-
mond’s envelope. For both envelopes, available sight distances are determined 
assuming that there is no vehicle downstream a subject driver such that available 
sight distances are functions of roadway and roadside geometry only and not 
functions of space headways. The criterion of suitability of the innovative 
envelope as minimum clearance envelope is closeness of the envelope’s available 
sight distances to available sight distances provided by the Raymond’s envelope. 
The Raymond’s envelope is chosen as basis of comparison since minimum off-
sets to it are accurate and that the envelope has been recommended by the green 
book and implemented for longer than 40 years. The comparison is limited to 
sites with curves that are longer than stopping sight distance. The comparison also 
considers sites with constant speeds as well as sites with variable speeds. Another 
objective is to suggest use of elliptical arcs as alternative clearance envelopes. 

4. Raymond’s Clearance Envelope 

Part of the design chart developed by Raymond [2] for minimum offsets is a line 
for simple curves whose lengths are equal to or longer than stopping sight dis-
tance. The chart provides offsets expressed as fractions of offset M given by Eq-
uation (1). The offset fractions or ratios are for a segment from PC-S on the 
driver path where the offset ratio is zero to PC + 0.5S where the offset ratio is 1. 
A practitioner using the Raymond’s chart determines offsets by reading offset 
ratios from the chart then multiplying the ratios with offset M given by Equation 
(1). There are some offsets that are smaller than the offset to the boundary of 
clear zone on tangent sections. The smaller offsets are usually discarded and the 
ones that are equal to or greater than the offset to the boundary of clear zone are 
implemented in the field. The resulting clearance envelop is a combination of 
straight boundaries of clear zones on tangent sections and the curved clearance 
boundary resulting from the implemented offsets. The envelope is also the same 
as envelopes that result from implementing other models such as Glennon’s 
chart [3] and Mauga’s chart [4] [5] since all are accurate analytical models of the 
graphical method. Figure 1 presents the Raymond’s clearance envelope together 
with the innovative envelope proposed by You and Easa [9].  

5. Sites with Constant Speed 

In practice, chosen design speed is used for determining geometric properties of 
highways. One of the elements that are determined with design speed is stopping 
sight distance. Since design speed is a fixed value, the resulting stopping sight 
distance is also fixed for a given grade and coefficient of friction. The value of 
stopping sight distance is then used to determine roadside clearance offsets so as 
to accommodate sightlines on the inside of horizontal curves. If the offsets are 
determined with Raymond’s chart then the resulting available sight distances  
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Figure 1. Raymond’s and the innovative clearance envelopes. 

 
will be at least equal to stopping sight distance.  

To determine available sight distances consider a 70 mph (SSD = 730 ft) 
highway. At a curve, the inside lane has a sharp radius of 1480 ft and length of 
1480 ft. This highway is closer to the metric 110 km/h highway with radius of 
414 m presented as an example by You and Easa [9]. In addition to radius and 
length, the offset to the boundary of clear zone on tangent sections is taken as 12 
ft (measured from driver path) for the Raymond’s envelope. The 12 ft offset is 
small but allowed since the AASHTO’s guide for roadside design [10] states that 
shy-line offsets presented in the guideline are not critical if they are continuous. 
For the innovative envelope, the offset to the boundary of the clear zone on tan-
gent sections is calculated as 30 ft, which is the same as the offset at PC − 0.5S 
following the procedure presented by You and Easa [9]. The 30 ft offset is as-
sumed as the offset to the boundary of the clear zone upstream of PC − 0.5S and 
downstream of PT + 0.5S since You and Easa [9] did not suggest a transition 
scheme to small clear zone offsets such as shy-line offsets. The 30 ft offset is 
equivalent to 21 ft measured from the edge of traveled way. The 21 ft offset is 
much longer than all shy-line offsets suggested in the AASHTO’s guide for road-
side design [10] and offsets that long may be costly to implement in cut zones. 

To determine available sight distances for both envelopes, sightlines are made 
to touch envelopes tangentially (where practical) for each driver location. Figure 
2 presents available sight distance profiles for the two envelopes. The figure also 
presents a profile for the SSD of 730 ft (which is constant due to constant grade 
and surface friction). Unlike geometry based profiles of available sight distances 
for the two envelopes, the SSD profile may be considered as a traffic based pro-
file of available sight distance since it is a function of space headway i.e. the sub-
ject vehicle is behind a lead vehicle by SSD, and that both vehicles are in motion 
from far upstream of the curve to far downstream of the curve. This SSD profile 
is the concept based on which the graphical method and its analytical charts [2] 
[3] [4] [5] were derived. 

In Figure 2, for the innovative envelope, when a driver is within the curve from 
PC to PT-S the available sight distance is equal to the stopping sight dis tance of 
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Figure 2. Available sight distance profiles for the innovative and Raymond’s envelopes. 

 
730 ft and the clearance offset is equal to M in Equation (1). Upstream of PC and 
downstream of PT-S the available sight distances provided by the innovative 
envelope are greater than those provided by Raymond’s envelope. However, the 
additional available sight distance on the approach tangent is relatively small 
given the extra offset of at least 18 ft (i.e. 30 - 12 ft) on the approach tangent.  

The 30 ft offset at PC − 0.5S for the innovative envelope is not meant to pro-
vide extra clear zone for recovery of out-of-control vehicles. The 30 ft offset at 
PC − 0.5S is primarily meant to provide space for accommodating sightlines 
onthe roadside. But sightlines that would touch the innovative envelope tangen-
tially at PC − 0.5S correspond to drivers that would imaginarily be infinitely far 
upstream while tangent sections have finite lengths. Since tangent sections have 
finite lengths, no sightline will touch the envelope tangentially at PC − 0.5S and 
a little downstream of PC − 0.5S. Therefore, the 30 ft offset will not serve its 
purpose. For example, the sightline that touches the innovative envelope 34.2 ft 
downstream of PC − 0.5S corresponds to an imaginary available sight distance of 
10 miles. Practically, the 10 miles sight distance is unavailable. The reason is that 
the Earth is curved hence a subject driver cannot see the subject highway curve 
since the horizon blocks sightlines from the subject highway curve to the subject 
driver. But it is the imaginary 10 miles and other imaginary longer sight dis-
tances that necessitate clearance of 30 ft offsets upstream of PC − 0.5S while the 
sight distances are practically not fully usable by drivers. The long offsets will 
thus cause unjustifiable extra earthwork costs upstream of PC − 0.5S where 
highways pass through cut zones.  

To partially reduce the extra earthwork costs near PC − 0.5S and upstream or 
near PT + 0.5S and downstream, a designer may propose transition of clearance 
from the straight boundary of the clear zone on tangent sections to the point 
which splits the innovative envelope into two portions: ineffective portion and 
effective portion. The ineffective portion is the one either whose available sight 
distances are impractical (i.e. overlong sight distances like the example of 10 
miles presented above) or no sightline touches the portion of the envelope due to 
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tangent sections being short. The effective portion is the one whose available 
sight distances are practical. On long tangent sections, determination of practical 
available sight distances should consider the maximum distance at which a driv-
er can recognize a 2 ft high object, bearing in mind that objects appear to ap-
parently diminish in size as distance from an observer increases. Also, on long 
tangent sections, determination of practical available sight distances should con-
sider sight distances that command response of drivers to the 2 ft high stimulus. 

On short tangent sections, determination of practical available sight distances 
is based only on sightlines touching the envelope tangentially. For example, for 
the 70 mph highway with 12 ft offset to clear zone boundary on tangent sections, 
if the approach tangent is equal to stopping sight distance S then 45.36% of the 
length of the approach spiral just downstream of PC − 0.5S is ineffective (i.e. no 
sightline touches the envelope tangentially within the 45.36% of the length of the 
spiral). Only the remaining 54.64% of the length of the spiral provides practical 
available sight distances. If the approach tangent is 0.5S then only 37.24% of the 
approach spiral provides practical available sight distances. The effective length 
of the spiral decreases as the length of the approach tangent decreases, ques-
tioning applicability of the innovative envelope on roadsides of winding roads. 
Figure 3 presents an example of transition from the boundary of clear zone to 
the innovative envelope on sites with short tangents between reverse circular 
arcs. The transition line can be straight or an arc that aligns well with the boun-
dary of the clear zone upstream of PC − 0.5S and downstream of PT + 0.5S.  

An alternative to transitioning shown in Figure 3 is implementation of the 
innovative envelope on sites where the offset at PC − 0.5S equals to the offset to 
the clear zone boundary on tangent sections such that the envelope aligns well 
with the boundary upstream of PC and downstream of PT. A designer may stra-
tegically provide large radii (keeping the intersection angle fixed) such that 67% 
of the value of M in Equation (1) equals the offset to the boundary of clear zone. 
For the offset of 12 ft to the boundary of clear zone, a radius of 3700 ft will be 
sufficient to align the innovative envelope with the boundary. The 3700 ft iswhat 
You and Easa [9] would consider as maximum radius for use of the inno-  

 

 
Figure 3. Transition from clear zone to the innovative envelope. 
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vative envelope for a 70 mph highway with 12 ft offset to clear zone boundary. 
For sites with radii greater than 3700 ft but less than 5550 ft there still will be the 
need of clearance downstream of PC − 0.5S and upstream of PT + 0.5S. But You 
and Easa [9] did not provide solution for that range of radius. It is unclear 
whether or not it was implied that practitioners use already existing models such 
as charts developed by Raymond [2], Glennon [3], and Mauga [4] [5] or use the 
graphical method or that radii longer than 3700 ft are not to be used at all since 
part of the innovative envelope will fall within the clear zone (i.e. innovative off-
sets will be shorter than offsets to clear zone boundaries).  

Suggesting 3700 ft as maximum radius for use of the innovative envelope (for 
70 mph and 12 ft clear zone offset) guarantees that always the innovative 
envelope will lie outside the clear zone on tangent sections. Such restriction im-
plies that there will always be extra earthwork on tangent sections where high-
ways pass through cut zones. Such extra earthwork will add unnecessary extra 
cost since sight distances provided by the shy-line offset at PC − 0.5S are already 
greater than stopping sight distances. To avoid such extra cost the 3700 ft should 
be considered as minimum value. The innovative envelope will thus cross the 
clear zone boundary. Part of the innovative envelope near PC − 0.5S and PT + 
0.5S will be in the clear zone and part of it outside the normal clear zone. Having 
part of the envelope in the clear zone is not undesirable situation. The length of 
the envelope laying in the clear zone is actually a proof that nearly the same 
length of clear zone boundary already provides sight distances that are greater 
than stopping sight distances, hence no need for extra lateral clearance to pro-
vide stopping sight distance. Offsets to the part of the innovative envelope that is 
within the clear zone are smaller than the offset to the clear zone boundary 
hence these small offsets will be discarded. The part of the innovative envelope 
that is outside the clear zone has offsets that are greater than the offset to the 
clear zone boundary and these long offsets may be implemented to clear the 
roadside. For example, use of 4000 ft as radius will have part of the innovative 
envelope in the clear zone and part outside the clear zone. Figure 4 presents  

 

 
Figure 4. Available sight distance profiles for radius of 4000ft. 
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available sight distance profiles for both envelopes for the 4000 ft radius with an 
intersection angle of 1 radian. 

Figure 4 shows that Raymond’s envelope provides available sight distances 
that are slightly less than available sight distances provided by the innovative 
envelope between PC-S and PC. That is, offsets to Raymond’s envelope are 
slightly shorter than offsets to the innovative envelope. Example, at PC + 210 the 
offset to Raymond’s envelope is 15.55 ft while the offset to the innovative 
envelope is 16.42 ft. In addition, the region cleared with Raymond’s envelope is 
smaller than the region cleared with the innovative envelope. The region cleared 
with Raymond’s envelope starts at PC + 58.18 and ends at PT − 58.18 while the 
region cleared with the innovative envelope is from PC − 113.48 to PT + 113.48. 
The approximate difference in length cleared is 340 ft. The combination of extra 
clearance length and little extra clearance offsets yield the slight extra sight dis-
tances. The combination is due to the fact that the innovative envelope has 
sharper curvature than the Raymond’s envelope.  

For the speed of 70 mph, the offset of 12 ft to clear zone boundary, and curves 
with radius of 5550 ft, all sightlines for stopping sight distance are within the 
clear zone. Both the innovative envelope and Raymond’s envelope are 100% 
within the clear zone. In that case none of their offsets function but Equation (1) 
functions and is applied all over the curve and tangents as suggested in the green 
book. For radii flatter than 5550 ft, Equation (1) produces an offset that is short-
er than the 12 ft offset to the clear zone boundary hence the calculated offset is 
discarded. Despite both Raymond’s envelope, the innovative envelope, and Equ-
ation (1) being rendered useless by radii flatter than 5550 ft, the combination of 
Raymond’s envelope and Equation (1) is still economically better than the inno-
vative envelope since Raymond’s envelope also works for radii smaller than 3700 
ft without extra earthwork costs.  

6. Sites with Variable Speed 

Past studies have reported that vehicles travel at high speed on tangent sections. 
On approaching horizontal curves vehicles decelerate and travel along horizon-
tal curves at speeds that are lower than those on approach tangents. At near the 
end of the curves vehicles accelerate so as to travel at higher speeds on departure 
tangents. This section analyzes whether or not extra clearance provided by the 
innovative envelope on approach tangents provides sight distances that match 
longer stopping sight distances demanded by speeding drivers.  

Consider a highway with high friction surface and with posted speed of 50 
mph. At an isolated horizontal curve the driver path has a radius of 650 ft and a 
curved length of 600 ft. On tangent sections the highway has 3 ft paved shoul-
ders and 3 ft untreated shoulders. The roadside on the inside of the curve is to be 
cleared to accommodate sightlines for 90th percentile speeds. The 90th percentile 
speeds at any location on tangent and curved sections are estimated with Equa-
tion (6.9) and Equation (6.10) in the report by Medina and Tarko [11]. Transi-
tion speeds are calculated using Equation (6.11) also in the same report [11].  
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Figure 5 presents calculated stopping sight distances based on 90th percentile 
speeds and available sight distance profile for the envelope developed by Mauga 
[7] for minimum clearance to accommodate sightlines for 90th percentile speeds. 
The red dashed line is for available sight distances determined with offsets to the 
innovative envelope at posted speed.  

Figure 5 shows that available sight distances provided by the innovative 
envelope at speed limit are greater than stopping sight distances demanded by 
speeding drivers upstream of PC-280 and downstream of PT-280. That is, offsets  

 

 
Figure 5. Available sight distance on site with variable speeds. 

 
to the innovative envelope for low speed provide 40 ft longer sight distances than 
sight distances provided by minimum offsets for high speeds. The reason is that 
on tangent sections offsets to the innovative envelope for low speed are longer 
than minimum offsets determined to accommodate sightlines for 90th percentile 
variable speeds. For the innovative envelope to accommodate sightlines for 90th 
percentile speeds within curves at least stopping sight distance based on 90th 
percentile speed must be used to determine offsets to the envelope. The Blue line 
in Figure 5 is for available sight distances provided by the innovative envelope 
to accommodate sight lines for 90th percentile speeds within the curve. It is ap-
parent that offsets to the innovative envelope that accommodate sightlines for 
90th percentile speeds are even longer since they provide more than 100 ft more 
sight distance on the approach tangent than the envelope for minimum offsets 
[7], while sight distances provided by the envelope for minimum offsets [7] and 
by the clear zone are already greater than demanded stopping sight distances. 
But also, the innovative envelope does not consistently provide the same extra 
sight distance within the middle section of the curve. 

7. Elliptical Arcs as Alternative Envelopes 

It has been shown in previous sections that long offsets to the innovative 
envelope provide extra sight distances on tangent sections. But the envelope will 
misalign with boundaries of clear zones on tangent sections except where the 
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clear zone offsets are 67% of the offset given by Equation (1). If clear zones are 
narrower, extra-long offsets may cause extra earthwork costs where highways 
pass in cut zones. Moreover, the innovative envelope provides minimum sight 
distance within middle sections of curves just like previous models that were 
meant for minimum sight distances. For the sake of consistency one expects 
provision of the same extra sight distance within middle sections of curves as on 
the approach tangents. If not, then one expects provision of extra sight distance 
within the curves and not on tangent sections since on tangent sections long 
sight distances are naturally provided.  

There are many untried curves that can align well with boundaries of clear 
zones of any width and consistently provide desired sight distances on tangents 
and within curves. Design guidelines do not imposed restrictions that require 
designers to use specifically known curves as clearance envelopes. Designers may 
creatively choose to use any curve as long as its offsets are longer than minimum 
values but not too long to be economical. One example of curves that can be 
used for transitioning clearance from boundaries of clear zones on tangent sec-
tions is an elliptical arc. Variation of radius with length makes elliptical arcs also 
good candidates for transitioning clearance. Figure 6 presents how an elliptical 
arc transitions clearance.  

 

 
Figure 6. Use of elliptical arcs to transition clearance. 

 
The general Cartesian equation of an elliptical arc is given by Equation (2). 

The co-vertex of the arc is tangential to the clear zone boundary at point (h, mo) 
as shown in Figure 6. The coordinate mo is the offset to the boundary of clear 
zone on tangent sections. Offsets a little downstream of PC – S + h function to 
provide gradual transition from the clear zone boundary to M by gradually ap-
proaching Raymond’s envelope. 

[ ] [ ]2 2

2 2 1
x h y k

a b
− −

+ =                       (2) 

where 
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h is the x coordinate of the center of the ellipse; 
k is the y coordinate of the center of the ellipse; 
a is half length of the major axis of the ellipse; 
b is half length of the minor axis of the ellipse, ob k m= − , 

om  is the offset to clear zone boundary. 
To fit elliptical transition arcs, parameters a, b, h, and k need be determined 

from roadway geometry (radius and length), roadside clear zone (mo), and stop-
ping sight distance S. The parameters are determined by maximizing curvature 
of the elliptical arc subject to: 
1) Available sight distance ≥ stopping sight distance 
2) The boundary of clear zone is tangent to the elliptical arc at (h, mo) 

 

 
Figure 7. Comparison of sight distances for three envelopes. (a) Site with variable speed; (b) Site with con-
stant speed. 
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3) The elliptical arc and the AASHTO’s envelope have a common tangent at PC 
+ 0.5S. 

Engineers can easily solve such an optimization problem using computers. 
Figure 7(a) below presents two available sight distance profiles additional to 

profiles in Figure 5. The green dashed line is a sight distance profile for an ellip-
tical envelope that has minimum offsets for accommodating sightlines for 90th 
percentile speeds. The equation for the approach elliptical arc is given by Equa-
tion (3). The equation for the departure elliptical arc is not presented but it is a 
reflection image of Equation (3) about a line that goes through PI and PC + 0.5L. 
Numbers 257.82, 291.67, 303.67, and 693.57 in Equation (3) are values that are sub-
ject to change with change in site geometrics such as clear zone offset mo, radius, 
length of curve, and stopping sight distance. It is evident in Figure 7(a) that availa-
ble sight distances for the elliptical arcs (dashed green line) are comparable to 
available sight distances for the envelope developed by Mauga [7] (solid green line). 
Therefore, offsets to elliptical arcs are only slightly longer than minimum offsets. 

[ ] [ ]2 2

2 2

257.82 303.67
1

693.57 291.67
x y− −

+ =                  (3) 

The dashed black line in Figure 7(a) is for an elliptical envelope that would 
align with clear zone boundary but at the same time consistently provide extra 
available sight distance (over Mauga’s [7]) within the horizontal curve as on the 
approach tangent. The equation for the dashed black line is different from Equa-
tion (3). Raymond’s [2], Glennon’s [3], and Mauga’s [4] [5] envelopes can also 
consistently provide extra available sight distance like the elliptical arcs if that extra 
sight distance is added to stopping sight distances used to determine offsets.  

Figure 7(b) presents a profile of available sight distance for the site with con-
stant speed presented earlier by Figure 2. It is also apparent that available sight 
distances provided by elliptical arcs are comparable to those provided by Ray-
mond’s envelope, but are all smaller than available sight distances provided by 
the innovative envelope. Therefore, elliptical envelopes are expected to transition  

 

 
Figure 8. Example of offset lines for design charts. 
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clearance on highways in cut zones with much less extra cost of earthwork. 

8. Offset Charts for Elliptical Envelopes 

Design charts that relate offsets and locations make implementation of all clear-
ance envelopes in the field equally convenient. To develop offsets to elliptical 
transition arcs similarity property is used. The property states that elliptical arcs 
with the same mo/MAASHTO ratio have the same offset ratio m/MAASHTO at the 
same location ratio X/(2S + L) given that the horizontal curves have the same 
R/S ratio. MAASHTO is the offset given by Equation (1). Figure 8 presents an ex-
ample of one line of elliptical offsets for the example of the 70 mph highway with 
1480 ft curve radius and length. The offset to clear zone boundary on tangent 
sections is 18 ft measured from driver path or 12 ft measured from edge of tra-
velled way (the shy-line offset). The figure also presents an offset line deter-
mined with Raymond’s chart and an offset line determined with the model pro-
posed by You and Easa [9]. It is evident from the figure that offsets to elliptical 
arcs are closer to minimum offsets determined with Raymond’s chart than those 
determined with the model proposed by You and Easa [9]. Also, elliptical offsets 
a little downstream of (PC-S+h) and upstream of (PT+S-h) smoothen the inter-
section of Raymond’s envelope and the boundary of clear zone on tangent sec-
tions.  

To determine an offset for a location a designer uses either of the location ra-
tios on horizontal axes. For example, for the offset at PC the location ratios are 
either X/(2S + L)=0.248 or X/S = 1.0. Both location ratios yield the same offset 
ratio of 0.64 on the elliptical line and 0.83 on the innovative line. These offset ra-
tios are multiplied by the value obtained with Equation (1) to yield offsets of 
29.11ft and 37.17ft, an 8ft difference. For L≥S, use of either location ratio X/(2S 
+ L) or X/S is a matter of taste since all denominators are constant. For L<S, the 
location ratio of X/(2S + L), due to symmetry, places all maximum offsets for PC 
+ 0.5L at an intuitive value of 0.5 i.e. X/(2S + L)=0.5. The X/S ratio may also 
work for L<S if, for example, the reference for X/S ratios is at PC + 0.5L and the 
offset ratios are based on M in Equation (1). If X/S is not referenced at PC + 
0.5L, arrangement of offset lines on offset charts may potentially lead a user to 
suggesting wrong offsets downstream of PC+0.5L. For example, use of the de-
sign chart for the innovative envelope (Figure 10 in the paper by You and Easa 
[9]) may lead a user to an error of choosing the maximum offset for locations 
downstream of PC + 0.5L because most lines for L/S < 1 on the chart seem to 
have offset ratios of 1.0 downstream of X/S values for PC + 0.5L. For example, if 
L = 0.4S, the maximum offset is at X/S = 1.2, but the line for L/S = 0.4 seems to 
stay at maximum even at X/S = 1.4 which is at PT. Labeling each line with 
maximum X/S up to which offset ratios are valid is another way of avoiding the 
error.  

For L ≥ S the offset ratio is constant 1.0 between PC + 0.5S and PT − 0.5S so 
after establishing the offset at PC + 0.5S a designer skips the middle section to 
PT − 0.5S. Due to symmetry, a design chart for the segment from PC-S to PC + 
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0.5S, like the charts developed by Raymond [2], Glennon [3], and Mauga [12], is 
sufficient for determining offsets for the whole curve. Figure 9 presents such de-
sign charts. 

Figure 9 presents design charts for elliptical transition arcs for R/S = 2. The 
charts are not intended to provide minimum sight distances but to determine 
minimum offsets to provide any value of chosen stopping sight distance while 
gradually transitioning clearance from clear zone boundary to the AASHTO’s 
envelope at PC + 0.5S and PT − 0.5S. Figure 9(a) presents offset lines for seg-
ments from PC − 0.5S to PC + 0.5S but the same lines may be used for offsets 
from PT + 0.5S back to PT − 0.5S as Figure 9(b) presents. Figure 10 presents 
alternative offset lines for the segment from PT − 0.5S to PT + 0.5S in case it is 
inconvenient for a practitioner to use Figure 9(b). Each line in the figure is for a 
given mo/MAASHTO ratio. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Chart of offsets to elliptical envelopes, L ≥ S and R/S = 2; (a) For segments from PC − 0.5S to PC 
+ 0.5S; (b) For segments from PT + 0.5S back to PT − 0.5S. 
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Figure 10.Chart of offsets to elliptical envelopes for segments from PT − 0.5S to PT + 0.5S, L ≥ S, R/S = 2. 

9. Summary and Conclusions 

This paper presents analysis of innovative use of Euler’s spiral as minimum 
roadside clearance envelope. The analysis compares available sight distances 
provided by the innovative envelope and those provided by the envelope result-
ing from use of clearance offsets developed by Raymond [2]. Raymond’s offsets 
are used as basis of comparison since the offsets are accurate, have been recom-
mended in the green book, and implemented in the field for more than 40 years. 
For both the innovative envelope and Raymond’s envelope available sight dis-
tances were determined with only a subject vehicle on the road and no vehicle 
downstream of the subject vehicle. That setting guarantees that available sight 
distances are a function of roadway and roadside geometry only and not a func-
tion of space headways. 

Results of comparison revealed that clearance offsets determined with the inno-
vative envelope are greater than minimum offsets determined with Raymond’s 
model. Therefore, the innovative envelope may be used for clearance of roadsides 
especially on sites with either large radii and/or wide offsets to boundaries of clear 
zones on tangent sections. Quantitatively, the envelope will fit sites whose offsets 
to the boundaries of clear zones are equal to or greater than 67% of the offset de-
termined with Equation (1), that is, sites with o AASHTOm / M 0.67≥ . 

On sites with either short radii and/or narrow clear zones on tangent sections 
(i.e. o AASHTOm / M 0.67< ), there is no need of clearing sections near PC − 0.5S 
since available offsets (to clear zone boundaries) already provide sight distances 
that are longer than stopping sight distances. Moreover, the long offsets near PC 
− 0.5S will be unutilized fully because part of the cleared area does not accom-
modate sightlines, especially on sites with short tangent sections. Where high-
ways pass through cut zones, it is advised to save money that could be used to 
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clear areas that do not accommodate sightlines. Money could be saved through 
providing large radii or through providing transition from boundaries of clear 
zones on tangent sections to effective portions of the Euler’s spirals.  

There are several curves that geometric designers can creatively use for road-
side clearance envelope. A designer may choose any of them as long as the cho-
sen curve has offsets that are greater than minimum values determined with ei-
ther the graphical method, Raymond’s chart [2], Glennon’s chart [3], or Mauga’s 
chart [4] [5]. Also, the chosen curve should not have very long offsets that may 
result in extra earthwork costs where highways pass in cut zones. For example, 
elliptical arcs meet the two criteria as demonstrated in this paper. Advantages of 
elliptical arcs include their flexibility in aligning well with boundaries of clear 
zones on tangent sections regardless of radii of highway curves. To add, elliptical 
arcs can be used to consistently provide extra available sight distances within 
highway curves as on tangent sections without needing extra clearance on the 
tangent sections. In this paper, a sample design chart for offsets to elliptical 
clearance arcs has been presented. The offsets are minimum values needed to 
provide a given sight distance while gradually transitioning clearance from clear 
zone boundaries to AASHTO’s offset M. 
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